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TMK has confirmed compliance of its longitudinally-welded large 
diameter pipes with the DNV standard for offshore pipelines. 
Certification of product compliance with the DNV-OS-F101 
Standard for Offshore Pipelines was carried out by Det Norske 
Veritas.

Nord Stream gas pipeline 

1,224 km in length 
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2001
TMK was founded as an investment 
company in the pipe-producing sector and 
Trade House TMK was established.

2002
Volzhsky and Seversky Pipe Plants and Taganrog Metallurgical 
Works came under TMK management. A representative office 
was opened in Baku, Azerbaijan.

2006
TMK fl oated its shares on the London Stock Exchange. The company took 
over the Romanian plants TMK-ARTROM and TMK-Resita, as well as the
Russian joint venture, Orsk Machine-Building Plant. TMK Middle East was 
established as a trade house that same year.

2007
The company took over the service enterprises 
Truboplast, Pipe Maintenance Department, and 
Russia’s only research institute specializing 
in the pipe industry, RosNITI. TMK-KPV and 
TMK-Premium Service were established. TMK’s 
shares began trading on the MICEX exchange. 
Representative offi ces were opened in 
Turkmenistan and Singapore.

2003
Sinarsky Pipe Plant came under TMK 
management. TMK-Kazakhstan was also 
established that same year.

2005
TMK went global that year, 
establishing a trading company 
under the name of TMK North 
America and opening  
a representative office in Beijing, 
China.

2008
American pipe assets were 
purchased and the TMK IPSCO 
division was established on this 
basis. The TMK Oilfi eld Services 
division was founded as well.  
TMK also took over  
TMK-Kaztrubprom  (Kazakhstan).

2010
TMK Africa Tubulars was established in Cape 
Town, South Africa, and a trading offi ce  
in Calgary, Canada was opened. TMK’s shares 
began to trade on the OTCQX electronic 
platform.

2009
The TMK European division was established, consisting  
of TMK Europe, TMK Italia, TMK-ARTROM and TMK-Resita.  
TMK-INOX was established to focus on the production and 
sale of stainless steel pipes.

2004
TMK Warehouse Complex was established 
as a company.
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TMK’s structure is organized on the basis of geography. In 2009, the 
Company acquired the assets that make up the European division. A year 
earlier, the Company’s American division, TMK IPSCO, was formed from 
assets acquired in the United States. These divisions, together with the 
Russian division, make up TMK’s operational segments. The table below 
depicts these segments as of December 31, 2010.

  Management
  Production

 Oil and Gas Services
 Scientific and Technical Center

  Sales and Marketing

Odessa

Tulsa

Geneva

Camanche
Downers Grove

Houston
Baytown

Blytheville

Wilder Ambridge

Koppel

Brookfield

TMK North America (USA)

TMK Africa (South Africa)

TMK Italia

TMK Trade House (Azerbaijan)

TMK Trade House (Turkmenistan)

ТМK Middle East (UAE)

TMK  
Trade House 
(China)

TMK Trade House 
(Singapore) 

TMK-ARTROM

TMK-Resita
Taganrog Metallurgigal Works

Volzhsky Pipe Plant

Seversky Tube  Works, ТМК-CPW

Central Pipe Yard

Truboplast

Orsky Mashine-Building Plant

TMK Global (Switzerland) 

TMK Europe (Germany)

ТМК Headquarters (Russia)

Sinarsky Pipe Plant, TMK-INOX 

Pipe Maintenance Department

RosNITI

TMK-Kazakhstan

ТМК-KaztrubpromTMK IPSCO Canada 
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 97,36%

RosNITITMK-INOX

 53%

TMK-
Kazakhstan

 100%

5. About the Company
5.1. Structure

*  TMK owns 100% of voting shares, representing 75% of actual ownership interest

OAO TMK

TMK Oilfield Services

Russian Division American Division European Division

Volzhsky Pipe 
Plant

 100%

TMK IPSCO 
(IPSCO 
Tubulars and 
TMK NSG)

 100%  100%

TMK IPSCO 
Canada 

 100%

TMK Trade 
House

 100%

TMK-
Kaztrubprom

 100%

Orsky Machine-
Building Plant

 100%*TMK Global

 100%

Central Pipe 
Yard

 100%

Pipe  
Maintenance 
Department

 100%

Truboplast

 100%ТМК  
Africa  
Tubulars

 100%

TMK Middle 
East

 100%

TMK 
Warehouse 
Complex

 100%

TMK-Premium 
Service

 100%

TMK North 
America

 100%

TMK Europe 

 100%

TMK Italia 

 100%

TMK-Resita 

 96,10%

Taganrog 
Metallurgigal 
Works 

 51%

TMK-CPWSeversky Tube 
Works

 94,37%

Sinarsky Pipe 
Plant

 94,27%

TMK-ARTROM 

 92,66%
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5. About the Company
5.2. Market Position in 2010

Based on its results for 2010, TMK retained its status as the largest 
producer of pipes, selling 3,962 million tonnes of tubular products, 
which is 43% more than in 2009. The world economic recovery has 
led to an increase in global demand for tubular goods. The Company 
estimates that global consumption of tubular products increased by 
7% in 2010. Moreover, the recovery of global demand in key markets 

TMK sales volumes by division

thousand tonnes Russian Division  American Division European Division

 2010 2009 % change 2010 2009 % change 2010 2009 % change

Seamless pipes 1 699 1 426 +19% 253 109 +132% 169 114 +48%

OCTG 876 794 +10% 238 98 +143% 7 2 +250%

Line pipe 444 277 +60% 8 6 +33% 29 36 -19%

Industrial pipe 379 355 +7% 7 5 +40% 133 76 +75%

Welded pipes 1 290 871 +48% 551 249 +121% - -

OCTG - 3 n/a 357 140 +155% - -

Line pipe 221 169 +31% 59 14 +321% - -

Large diameter pipe 700 311 +125% - - - -

Industrial pipe 369 388 -5% 135 95 +42% - -

Total 2 989 2 297 +30% 804 358 +125% 169 114 +48%

TMK remains focused on supplying a wide range of products to the 
oil and gas industry, which in 2010 contributed to approximately 75% 
of the Company’s total sales. In Russia, TMK’s key customers are 
virtually all of the major oil and gas companies, including Gazprom, 
Rosneft, Transneft, TNK-BP, Surgutneftegaz and Lukoil. The Com-
pany’s American division, together with supplies to pipe distribu-
tors, meets the need of large energy companies such as ExxonMobil, 
Chesapeake, BP, Chevron and Marathon Oil. 

where the Company operates — Russia and the United States — was 
more significant. In the key segment of seamless OCTG, which is 
used for drilling and oil and gas production, TMK’s Russian and glob-
al market shares in 2010 were estimated at 60% and 12%, respec-
tively. TMK's share of the market for OCTG in the United States rose 
for the year to 14%.
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TMK’s presence in global markets is supported by an exten-
sive network of sales companies and representative offices. In 2010, 
the Company expanded its geographic presence by opening offices 
in two promising markets. Sales offices in the past year have been 
opened in Calgary, Canada, where new types of oil production are 
being developed, and Cape Town, South Africa, where the main ob-
jective is to strengthen TMK’s presence in the markets of sub-Saha-
ran Africa, which demonstrate strong potential for development of 
the oil and gas industry.

TMK ships to more than 65 countries worldwide. Increasing 
measures to protect domestic steel pipe markets in 2010, mostly in 
the United States, have affected the structure of TMK shipments in 
various regions around the world. Increased competition in the less 
profitable segments of the Middle Eastern and African pipe markets 
has led to some reduction in the share of these regions in the Com-
pany’s total shipments. However, TMK increased exports of Russian-
manufactured pipe products to the U.S. market, thereby offsetting 
increased price competition in other overseas markets.

In 2010, the Company continued to qualify its products with 
major global oil and gas companies and has successfully completed 
the process at companies based in Saudi Arabia, the United States, 
the United Kingdom, Germany, Spain, Italy and Indonesia. Last year 
TMK acquired the status of a qualified supplier to companies such as 
Saipem, Repsol, NABUCCO, ENI, etc.

Russia
The Russian market remains a key region for TMK, as sales in Rus-
sia in 2010 amounted to 62% of the Company’s total revenue. The 
Russian market for steel pipes grew in 2010 by 48% and reached a 
record 9.2 million tonnes amid rising industrial production, the im-
plementation of major pipeline projects and increased demand for 
OCTG and line pipe by major Russian oil and gas companies. 

Investment activity by Russian oil and gas companies in 2010 
was primarily focused on the intensification of production at existing 
fields. Standard drilling conditions, typical for traditional production 
regions, required less high-tech pipes and joints, which determined 
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  America

  Europe

   Central Asia 

and Caspian region

  Other regions
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the structure of TMK’s sales in Russia. At the same time, declining 
production in already developed regions has meant a shift in cus-
tomer demand toward an increased share of high-tech products. In 
2010, the Company’s biggest customers, such as Lukoil and TNK-BP, 
served as an example of the beginning of the Russian oil and gas in-
dustry’s shift to directional and horizontal drilling. 

The Company estimates that the size of the Russian market 
for oil and gas pipes in 2010 was 5,600 million tonnes. Against the 
backdrop of the largest Russian oil and companies’ investment bud-
gets increasing by an average of 25%, the markets for OCTG and line 
pipe in Russia grew by 18% and 37%, respectively. TMK’s sales of 
seamless OCTG and line pipe at the same time increased by 10% and 
60%. TMK’s share of the Russian market for seamless pipes, a key 
segment for the Company, reached 53% over the past year, and the 
market share of seamless OCTG pipes was 60%.

To a large extent the Russian market for large diameter pipes 
provided the sales growth for TMK in 2010. Thanks to active imple-
mentation of large pipeline projects in the Russian market in 2010 
the market for large diameter pipes has more than doubled to reach 
3.3 million tonnes. Following this growth, TMK increased sales of 
large diameter pipes more than twofold and has strengthened its 
stake in the Russian market to 20% compared with 15% in 2009. 
The Company continued to supply longitudinally welded pipes with 
a diameter of 1,020-1,420 mm for the Sakhalin-Khabarovsk-Vladi-
vostok, Bovanenkovo-Ukhta, and Pochinki-Gryazovets pipeline 
projects being implemented by Gazprom, as well as to the ESPO-
2 and BTC projects being implemented by Transneft. In April 2010, 
the Company began to supply longitudinally welded pipes for the 
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TMK remains focused on supplying a wide range  
of products to the oil and gas industry, which in 2010 
contributed to approximately 75% of the  
Company’s total sales
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Purpe-Samotlor pipeline connecting the Vankor field with oil refin-
ing points and the unified oil transport system. Significant growth 
in consumption of pipes for maintenance purposes provided ad-
ditional demand for TMK’s spirally welded large diameter pipes 
whose shipments to Russian and CIS markets grew to 263 thousand 
tonnes in 2010.

Thus, in the past year, TMK has maintained a leading position 
in the Russian market thanks to a substantial increase in the produc-
tion and sale of oil and gas pipes. Production of less profitable pipes 
for industrial use grew at a slower pace. As a result, the Company’s 
share in the market for steel pipes in Russia for the year amounted to 
27%, as compared to 30% in 2009.

United States
The U.S. market for OCTG in 2010 recovered rapidly and grew by 
more than 45%, exceeding 4.5 million tonnes, according to Preston 
Pipe & Tube Report. The main component of this significant market 
growth was the active development of shale deposits in the coun-
try’s gas sector, which by the end of 2010 according to some reports 
pushed the United States into first place in terms of global produc-
tion of natural gas.

Despite low natural gas prices in 2010 (the average price 
amounted to U.S.$ 4.52 per 1 mmbtu — million British thermal units), 
gas companies have succeeded in reducing the breakeven point for 
most fields and have increased the number of operating rigs. As a 
result, the number of operating rigs for natural gas production in the 
United States increased for the year by 14% to 940 units as of De-
cember 2010.

Significant growth in oil production activity was also ob-
served. The rise in prices for WTI crude oil has led to increased in-
terest in crude oil in the United States, which is comparable with the 
level of the early 1990s. As a result, the share of oil rigs in the total 
number of active drilling rigs increased last year from 34% to 44%. 
In addition to application at gas fields, horizontal drilling technolo-
gies have been successfully introduced at oil shale oil deposits, 
such as the Bakken in North Dakota, Montana and Saskatchewan, 
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and the Eagle Ford in southern Texas. The number of operating oil 
rigs in the U.S. increased by 75% over 2010 to 759 units at the end 
of the year. 

Amid sustained growth in drilling activity, sales of seamless 
and welded OCTG by TMK’s American division increased in 2010 by a 
factor of 2.5 to 595 thousand tonnes, while the market share held by 
TMK IPSCO rose by 4% in 2010.

same time, demand from end users remained limited. Thereafter, 
the steady growth in shipments satisfied increasing demand from 
end users of pipe products for industrial use.

The largest contribution to sales growth in the European mar-
ket was made by the segments of mechanical tubes and pipes for 
the automotive industry. Sales of line pipe and water and gas pipes 
remained at a low level due to insufficient market demand. As a re-
sult of these trends, sales by the European division grew by 48% in 
2010 to 169 thousand tonnes compared to 114 thousand tonnes a 
year earlier.

5. About the Company
5.2.   Market Position in 2010

TMK increased sales of large diameter pipes  
more than twofold and has strengthened its stake  
in the Russian market to 20% compared with 15%  
in 2009

The market for line pipe in the United States also improved 
in 2010 in connection with the need for new infrastructure to trans-
port oil and gas from the fields to places of consumption. Accord-
ing to Preston Pipe & Tube Report, the size of the line pipe market in 
the United States, including imports, reached 1.4 million tonnes last 
year. Sales of line pipe by TMK’s American division at the same time 
increased by more than 3 times to 67 thousand tonnes last year. 

As before, the capacities of domestic producers do not fully 
satisfy the demands of the U.S. market for oil and gas pipes. In 2010, 
the share of imported oil and gas pipes was 47% of the market. In 2010, 
the introduction of anti-dumping duties ranging from 29.9% to 99.1% 
and countervailing duties from 10.4% to 15.8% on Chinese-manufac-
tured OCTG increased the potential for sales of pipe manufactured by 
TMK IPSCO, as well as exports of the Company’s Russian plants.

Europe
The European pipe market’s recovery in 2010 was generally faster 
than what the Company had expected, resulting in improved produc-
tion volume of TMK in Romania. At the beginning of last year sales 
growth was primarily motivated by a desire to restore the level of 
pipe inventory among major distributors, which fell in 2009. At the 
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Russian-manufactured premium connections
TMK’s Russian plants produce an entire range of gas-tight premium 
connections. TMK premium connections for casing and tubing differ 
from standard types of threads by their high level of reliability, in-
creased level of integrity and a wide range of applications in various 
operating conditions. In 2010, the Company continued to strengthen 
its market position in the premium connections market in Russia and 
the CIS. Shipments of these products manufactured by TMK’s Rus-
sian plants and TMK-Kaztrubprom increased by 23% in comparison 
with 2009. 

TMK has continued to work closely with Russian customers, 
and several of its main partners in 2010 were Gazprom and Novatek. 
Joint projects have focused primarily on substituting imports with 
Russian-manufactured products. Collaboration in 2010 led, among 
other things, to the supply of Sinarsky-manufactured tubing thread-
ed with TMK FMT Premium Connections to Gazprom’s Bovanenkovo 
field, as well as supplies of pipes with TMK PF Premium Connections 
to the two companies’ northern projects. Previously, these kinds of 
pipes were purchased primarily from foreign manufacturers.

With respect to offshore drilling, the Company has carried out 
several successful projects. It has run pipes with TMK FMT and TMK 
GF Premium Connections at the Lukoil’s Korchagin field in the Cas-
pian Sea in 2010, and in early 2011, it also ran pipes with TMK PF Pre-
mium Connections at the offshore wells on Zarubezhneft’s platform 
in Vietnam. In 2010, TMK was qualified by Shtokman Development, 
which will allow future supplies to one of the most important Russian 
projects in the gas industry and to the first project implemented on 
the Arctic shelf.

Currently, the Company pays special attention not only to the 
manufacture and supply of premium tubular products, but also to 
providing a comprehensive set of services that includes the supply of 
components for the columns — pipe, adapters and landing joints — as 
well as full after-sales service, including training, engineering main-
tenance and supervising. In 2010, production services implemented 
by TMK and associated with premium products have found wide ap-
plication in both domestic and overseas markets.

ULTRA family of premium connections
ULTRA Premium Connections are basically flush-joint threaded cas-
ing and tubing that is widely used in the development of shale gas in 
the United States. In 2010, the Company estimates that ULTRA held 
approximately 30% of the U.S. market for premium connections 
used in the development of shale gas.

In May 2010, to meet growing demand from U.S. producers of 
natural gas, TMK IPSCO opened a new production facility in Brook-
field, Ohio, which focuses on finishing processes for the Company’s 
line of ULTRA Premium Connections. In March 2011, a second thread 
line was commissioned at the same plant, doubling the capacity of 
the facility, which is now 480 thousand joints per year. The commis-
sioning of the new line provides even faster response to the growing 
demands of the Marcellus Shale — the largest shale gas play in the 
United States.

Last summer the Company introduced the new ULTRA-DQX™ 
connection to the market. This connection combines a patented Full-
Contact™ thread and fittings that comply with API standards. The 
new product quickly gained popularity among developers of gas 
shales due to its high torque capacity, gas tightness and cost-effi-
cient design. 

The prospect of active development of the bitumen oil sands 
in Canada also contributed to the expansion of TMK IPSCO’s premi-
um threading capacity in 2010. TMK IPSCO continues to expand its 
presence in promising markets in Latin America and in the past year 
has opened trade representations in Brazil and Bolivia for the sale of 
ULTRA Premium Connections.

5. About the Company
5.3. Premium Connections
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TMK IPSCO’s extensive customer base in North America provides 
demand for a wide range of pipes manufactured by the Company. 
The size range of products manufactured by the facilities that make 
up TMK’s American division complement those made by the Com-
pany’s Russian and Romanian plants, offering American custom-
ers a wider size range of seamless and welded pipes. Most of the 

Russian-manufactured pipes that enter the U.S. market come from 
the Volzhsky Pipe Plant and include casing, couplings, and line pipe. 
Supplies to the American division were also carried out from the PQF 
mills at TAGMET and the Sinarsky Pipe Plant. In order to optimize ca-
pacity utilization, TMK’s Russian division ships to the United States 
both finished products and pipes that require additional finishing and 
heat treatment on-site at TMK IPSCO facilities. In 2010, active shale 
development contributed to the growth of shipments of Russian-
manufactured products to the North American market. Supplies 
from TMK-Artrom in Romania to the U.S. market consist primarily of 
heavy wall mechanical pipe.

Development of the Premium business segment comes with 
considerable potential for greater synergy. Currently, the ULTRA 
family of connections is being used by Russian oil companies. In 
early 2011, TMK delivered casing with ULTRA SF Premium Connec-
tions to Gazprom Neft to develop the Urmanskoye field in the Tomsk 
Region. In 2010, ULTRA connections developed by TMK IPSCO were 
certified at Gazprom VNIIGAZ, the Russian research center for the 
gas industry, and recommended for use in Gazprom’s fields.

Demand for ULTRA connections by Russian companies is due 
to the fact that increasing the proportion of Western drilling technol-

ogies like flush-joint casing significantly lowers metal consumption 
in wells, which is an important advantage when drilling deep wells 
and developing offshore fields. A very pertinent development has 
also been the introduction of ULTRA technology at TMK’s Russian 
facilities, such as the Orsk Machine-Building Plant.

5. About the Company
5.4. Synergy

The size range of products manufactured by  
the facilities that make up TMK’s American division 
complement those made by the Company’s Russian 
and Romanian plants, offering American customers  
a wider size range of seamless and welded pipes
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In 2010, in order to strengthen its position in the promising segment 
of stainless pipe products, the Company introduced a specialized 
and independent business aimed at production of stainless steel 
pipes. At the end of December 2010, the Sinarsky Pipe Plant became 
home to TMK-INOX, a joint project between TMK and the state cor-
poration RUSNANO, which will produce precision stainless steel and 

alloy-based pipes. The main innovation in production has become 
the use of nanotechnology to process metal for a new generation of 
pipes. The project’s launch was preceded by three years of research 
that was carried out by RosNITI — Russia's largest research institute 
in the field of pipe manufacturing technologies and a division of TMK. 
At present, Russian manufacturers lag behind foreign competitors 
in the stainless steel pipe segment, and 70% of this market in Rus-
sia is occupied by foreign suppliers. With the creation of TMK-INOX, 
the Company has been given a real opportunity to substitute imports 
on the Russian market with “specialized” pipes for the nuclear, aero-
space, high tech industries. 

One of the key technological development achievements in 
2010 was TMK’s joining the Industrial Liaison Program (ILP) at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), which ranks among the top 
research centers in the world. TMK is the first and so far the only Rus-
sian company to join the program, which today counts approximately 
200 globally-recognized companies as members. Established in 1948, 
the program aims to develop mutually beneficial cooperation between 
MIT, a world leader in science and technology, and the world’s leading 
companies by actively introducing new technologies and innovations. 
In addition, a research center was established in Houston, Texas (USA), 

which will be developed in parallel with RosNITI in order to enhance the 
Company’s opportunities on different continents.

Interaction between TMK’s production facilities and RosNITI in 
the past year is also reflected in the intensive work to study the limits 
of TMK’s premium connections in order to further develop their design 
and expand their usage.

 Last year, the company developed and successfully tested a 
design for insulated lift pipes at VNIIGAZ for use in the construction 
and operation of wells in permafrost conditions.

5. About the Company
5.5. Research and Development

One of the key technological development 
achievements in 2010 was TMK’s joining the Industrial 
Liaison Program (ILP) at the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT), which ranks among the top 
research centers in the world

›››  TMK-INOX

TMK-INOX includes production workshops located 
at Volzhsky Pipe Plant and Sinarsky Pipe Plant TMK 
share in the joint project is 53%; Total investments 
are 3.7 billion roubles.

Production capacity is 7-8 thousand tonnes  
of precision stainless steel and alloy-based pipes 
per annum.
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Russian Division
TMK’s investment activity in Russia in recent years has been aimed 
at increasing the efficiency of seamless and large diameter welded 
pipe production, improving the quality of steel and pipe products, as 
well as optimizing production costs.

In 2010, the Volzhsky Pipe Plant completed reconstruction of 
its seamless pipe mill, including the transition from shaped to round 
billets. The reconstruction of continuous casting facilities was also 
completed, which supports production of seamless pipes with round 
billets.

 In addition, reconstruction of the seamless mill equipment 
was also completed at the Volzhsky Pipe Plant, which increased the 
plant’s seamless capacity by 210 thousand tonnes. The improve-
ments that were carried out were the final stage of the plant’s mod-
ernization, which resulted in Volzhsky becoming Russia’s most mod-
ern complex for pipe production.

Development of production at TAGMET in 2010 included the 
commissioning of a vacuum degassing facility and continued con-
struction of a new electric arc furnace, which the Company expects 
to complete in 2013. 

At Seversky Tube Works, construction continued on a new 
FQM rolling mill, which TMK plans to commission in 2013. The new 
seamless mill is the final step of an integrated reconstruction of the 
production process at Seversky, which will allow the Company to in-
crease production of high quality seamless pipes for the oil and gas 
industry, improve the quality and structure of production and reduce 
costs. The net increase in seamless production capacity at Seversky 
Pipe Plant will be in the range of 300-350 thousand tonnes.

The modernization of production at Sinarsky Pipe Plant in 
2010 involved commissioning of a gas furnace with protective atmo-
sphere for heat treatment of pipes up to 24 meters in length. This 
equipment is unique in Russia, and it will allow TMK to increase the 
competitiveness and profitability of its products. 

In 2010, construction began on a line to produce premium thread-
ed casing at the Orsk Machine-Building Plant, with total capacity at 30 
thousand tonnes per year. Project completion is scheduled for 2011.

American Division
The main investments of the American division in 2010 were aimed 
at increasing capacity for pipe finishing. The need for investment was 
prompted by increasing demand for TMK IPSCO’s premium products. 
In May 2010, a facility to thread pipes with ULTRA premium connec-
tions was opened in Brookfield, Ohio. The new, highly automated line 
was installed in the immediate vicinity of the Marcellus Shale — the 
largest shale gas play in the United States. High demand for premium 
products from companies producing shale gas led to the opening of a 
second ULTRA thread line at Brookfield in March 2011.

European Division
During 2010, major investment projects at TMK-ARTROM and TMK-
Resita were aimed at environmental protection, including the reduction 
of carbon dioxide emissions. Successful modernization of the heat treat-
ment furnace at TMK-Artrom’s Assel hot rolling mill has enabled the 
company to improve the quality of pipes that go through heat treatment, 
as well as to fully comply with European environmental legislation.
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